Text attribute transfer aims to automatically rewrite sentences such that they possess certain linguistic attributes, while simultaneously preserving their semantic content. This task remains challenging due to a lack of supervised parallel data. Existing approaches try to explicitly disentangle content and attribute information, but this is difficult and often results in poor content-preservation and ungrammaticality. In contrast, we propose a simpler approach, Iterative Matching and Translation (IMaT), which: (1) constructs a pseudoparallel corpus by aligning a subset of semantically similar sentences from the source and the target corpora; (2) applies a standard sequence-to-sequence model to learn the attribute transfer; (3) iteratively improves the learned transfer function by refining imperfections in the alignment. In sentiment modification and formality transfer tasks, our method outperforms complex state-of-the-art systems by a large margin. As an auxiliary contribution, we produce a publicly-available test set with human-generated transfer references. 1 . * Equal Contribution 1 The enriched test set is available at https:// github.com/zhijing-jin/IMaT
Introduction
An intelligent natural language generation (NLG) system should be able to flexibly control linguistic attributes of the text it generates. For instance, a certain level of formality should be maintained in serious situations, while informal conversations can be improved through a more relaxed style. The ability to generate or rewrite a certain text with some attributes controlled or transferred to meet pragmatic goals is widely needed in applications such as dialogue generation (Oraby et al., 2018) , author obfuscation (Kacmarcik and Gamon, 2006; Juola and Vescovi, 2011) , and written communication assistance (Pavlick and Tetreault, 2016) . One typical example of a text attribute is the linguistic style, which refers to features of lexicons, syntax and phonology that collectively contribute to the identifiability of an instance of language (Gatt and Krahmer, 2018) . For instance, given text written in an older style like the Shakespearean genre, a system may be tasked to convert it into modern-day colloquial English (Kabbara and Cheung, 2016) .
In general, a text attribute transfer system must be able to: (1) produce sentences that conform to the target attribute, (2) preserve the source sentence's content, and (3) generate fluent language. Satisfying these requirements is challenging due to the typical absence of supervised parallel corpora exemplifying the desired attribute transformations. With access to only non-parallel data, most existing approaches aim to tease apart content and attribute in a latent sentence representation. For instance, Shen et al. (2017) and Fu et al. (2018) utilize Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to learn this separation. Although these elaborate models can produce outputs that conform to the target attribute (requirement 1), their sentences are fraught with errors in terms of both content preservation and linguistic fluency. This is exemplified in Table 1 , where the model of Shen
Positive Sentiment ↔ Negative Sentiment Input I love this place, the service is always great! CA I know this place, the food is just a horrible! MD I love this place, the service is always great! DAR I did not like the homework of lasagna, not like it, .
Ours I used to love this place, but the service is horrible now. Table 1 : Comparing outputs of transfer models. Our approach both transfers sentiment and preserves content. CrossAlignment (CA) by Shen et al. (2017) loses content, MultiDecoder (MD) by Fu et al. (2018) fails to modify sentiment, and DeleteAndRetrieve (DAR) by Li et al. (2018) produces ungrammatical output. et al. (2017) changes key content words from "the service" to the unrelated "the food". In an effort to avoid the issues of GAN/autoencoder approaches, Li et al. (2018) recently demonstrated that direct implementation of heuristic transformationssuch as modifying high polarity words in reviews for sentiment transfer-can produce better results. Their work suggests attribute transfer can be addressed through simpler methods that avoid attempting to disentangle attribute and content information at the representation level. However, the proposed heuristic transformations are a bit too simple, relying on rule-based sentence reconstruction that often produces linguistically unnatural or ungrammatical outputs. Even worse, some unrelated words happen to be wrongly inserted by approach of Li et al. (2018) , dramatically upsetting the sentence content as seen in Table 1 .
In this paper, we propose the Iterative Matching and Translation (IMaT) framework which addresses the aforementioned limitations with regards to content inconsistency and ungrammaticality. Our approach first constructs a pseudoparallel corpus by matching a subset of semantically similar sentences from the source and the target corpora (which possess different attributes), then applies a standard sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) translation model (Klein et al., 2017) to learn the attribute transfer. We then use the translation results of the trained Seq2Seq model (from the previous iteration) to update the previously made pseudo-parallel corpus, so as to refine its quality. Such a matching-translation-refine procedure is iterated repeatedly until performance plateaus. The proposed methodology is simpler and more robust than previous GAN/autoencoder techniques, and is free of manual heuristics such as those used by Li et al. (2018) .
We validate our Iterative Matching and Translation (IMaT) model in two attribute-controlled text rewriting tasks that aim to alter: the sentiment of YELP reviews, and the formality of text in the FORMALITY dataset. Both human and automatic evaluations suggest our method substantially outperforms alternative approaches (Shen et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018) in terms of: accuracy of attribute change, content preservation, and grammaticality. Our main contributions include:
• We propose a novel iterative matching and translation framework that is more straightforward than many existing approaches, by simply adapting a sequence-to-sequence model to perform the attribute transfer.
• We achieve state-of-the-art performance on two text rewriting tasks involving sentiment modification task and formality conversion.
• We release an additional set of 800 sentences rewritten by humans tasked with the sentiment transfer task for the YELP review test set. This enables future researchers to evaluate more diverse transfer outputs.
Related Work
Attribute-controlled text rewriting remains a longstanding problem in NLG, where most work has focused on studying the stylistic variation in text (Gatt and Krahmer, 2018) . Early contributions in this area defined stylistic features using rules to vary generation (Brooke et al., 2010) . For instance, Sheikha and Inkpen (2011) proposed an adaptation of the SimpleNLG realiser (Gatt et al., 2009) to handle formal versus informal language via constructing lexicons of formality (e.g., are not vs. aren't). More contemporary approaches have tended to eschew rules in favour of data-driven methods to identify relevant linguistic features to stylistic attributes (Ballesteros et al., 2015; Di Fabbrizio et al., 2008; Krahmer and van Deemter, 2012) . For example, Mairesse and Walker's PER-SONAGE system (Mairesse and Walker, 2011) uses machine-learning models to take as inputs a list of real-valued style parameters and generate sentences to project different personality traits.
In the past few years, attribute-controlled NLG has witnessed renewed interest by researchers working on neural approaches to generation (Hu et al., 2017; Jhamtani et al., 2017; Melnyk et al., 2017; Mueller et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Niu and Bansal, 2018) . Among them, many attribute-controlled text rewriting methods similarly employ GANbased models to disentangle the content and style of text in a shared latent space (Shen et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2018) . However, existing work that applies these ideas to text suffers from both training difficulty (Salimans et al., 2016; Arjovsky and Bottou, 2017; Bousmalis et al., 2017) , and ineffective manipulation of the latent space which leads to content loss (Li et al., 2018) and generation of grammatically-incorrect sentences. Other lines of research avoid adversarial training altogether. Li et al. (2018) proposed a much simpler approach: identify style-carrying n-grams, replace them with phrases of the opposite style, and train a neural language model to combine them in a natural way. Despite outperforming the adversarial approaches, its performance is dependent on the availability of an accurate word identifier, a precise word replacement selector and a perfect language model to fix the grammatical errors introduced by the crude swap.
Recent work improves upon adversarial approaches by additionally leveraging the idea of back translation (dos Santos et al., 2018; Logeswaran et al., 2018; Lample et al., 2019; Prabhumoye et al., 2018) . It was previously used for unsupervised Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) (Fung and Yee, 1998; Munteanu et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2010) and Neural Machine Translation (NMT) (Conneau et al., 2017b; Lample et al., 2017; Artetxe et al., 2017) , where it iteratively takes the pseudo pairs to train a translation model and then use the refined model to generate new pseudo-parallel pairs with enhanced quality. However, the success of this method relies on good quality of the pseudo-parallel pairs. Our approach proposes using retrieved sentences from the corpus based on semantic similarity as a decent starting point and then refining them using the trained translation models iteratively.
Method

Task Formulation
Given two mono-style corpora X = {x 1 , · · · , x n } with attribute a 1 and Y = {y 1 , · · · , y m } with attribute a 2 . Note that the alignment between X and Y corpora is not available. The unsupervised attribute-controlled rewriting task aims to learn a transformation T * (·) from X to Y by optimizing the following objective:
where the norm · measures the content shift between two sentences, and A(·) represents the attribute of a sentence. Plainly put, a good attribute rewrite should ensure the attribute is changed to the desired value, and the content shift between the original sentence and rewrite is minimized.
Iterative Matching and Translation
We propose an iterative matching and translation algorithm composed of the following three steps:
(Step 1) Matching In iteration t = 0, we construct a large pseudo-parallel corpusX andŶ (0) by pairing sentences from X with those from Y . Specifically, we calculate the semantic cosine similarity score (detailed in Section 4.4) between a sentence x i ∈ X and every sentence y ∈ Y , select the one with the highest score asŷ i , and only keep the sentence pair if the similarity exceeds a threshold γ.X denotes the subset of the original corpus X for which we find matches. In later iterations t ≥ 1, this matching process is different from that in the first iteration. We match the pseudo-parallel corpusX withŶ (t) , which is refined in step 3 of the previous iteration, and obtain a temporary matched corpus Match (t) . In this case, for any sentence x i ∈X, we have two pseudo-parallel sentencesŷ i ∈Ŷ (t) and match i ∈ Match (t) , both of which have the opposite attribute to x i . We then use Word Mover Distance (WMD), which will be detailed in Section 3.3, to measure the content shift between the original sentence and the rewritten one. We calculate WMD(x i ,ŷ i ) and WMD(x i , match i ). If the latter one is smaller, we then replaceŷ i with match i inŶ (t) ; otherwise, we just keep the originalŷ i . In this way, we can obtain an updated version ofŶ (t) after this matching step.
(
Step 2) Translation In each iteration t ≥ 0, a Seq2Seq machine translation model with attention M (t) (Luong et al., 2015) is trained from scratch using the pseudo-parallel corpusX andŶ (t) .
Step 3) Refinement In this step, we refine thê Y (t) obtained in step 1 with the trained translation model M (t) in step 2. Specifically, we apply the model M (t) to translate each sentence x i ∈X to trans (t) i , and form a temporary corpus Trans (t) . Again, for any sentence x i ∈X, we now have two pseudo-parallel sentencesŷ i ∈Ŷ (t) and trans i ∈ Trans (t) , one of which is from the matching step and the other is from the translation model. We still compare WMD(x i ,ŷ i ) with WMD(x i , trans i ), and choose the sentence with the smaller value and insert intoŶ (t+1) , which will be fed into step 1 of the next iteration.
Overall, the aforementioned three steps are repeated for several iterations. This process is for- Figure 1 : Iterative process of the algorithm to transfer the text style from positive to negative reviews. malized below in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Iterative Matching and Translation
Input: Two corpora X, Y with different attributes.
Method Details
Word Mover Distance In our algorithm, WMD is used to measure the content shift from the source sentence to the rewrite. WMD is a metric of "travel cost" from sentence s a to s b . The detailed explanations and calculation of the distance is in the paper (Kusner et al., 2015) . In brief, each sentence is represented as a weighted point cloud of embedded words. The distance between the sentence s a to s b is the minimum cumulative distance that words from sentence s a need to travel to match exactly the point cloud of sentence s b . Denote the vocabulary size as n, the travel distance from the word i in sentence s a to the word j in sentence s b as T (i, j), and the corresponding cost of this "word travel" as c(i, j). The distance calculation is formulated as
( 3) Since the initial construction of pseudo-parallel corpus is already guaranteed to have good target attribute and grammaticality, the only remaining criteria to fulfill is the minimal content change from the original sentence to the resulted output. WMD is used as a decision factor whenever an update occurs. Keeping the sentence pair with the smallest cost from each other approximates minimization of the content shift.
Advantages of the WMD over other basic measures of sentence similarity include the fact that it has no hyperparameters to tune, appropriately handles sentences with unequal number of words (via weighted word matchings that sum to 1), accounts for synonymic-similarity at the word-level (through use of pretrained word embedding vectors), and considers the entire contents of each sentence (every word must be somehow matched). Furthermore, WMD has produced high accuracy in information retrieval (Brokos et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017) , where measuring content-similarity is critical (as in our attribute transfer task).
Semantic Sentence Representation For the matching process in Step 1, the cosine similarity is computed between each pair of sentences. There is no perfect way of semantic representation of a sentence, but a state-of-the-art method is to use the sentence embeddings obtained by averaging the ELMo embeddings of all the words in the sentence (Peters et al., 2018) . ELMo uses a deep, bi-directional LSTM model to create word representations within the context that they are used. Perone et al. (2018) have shown that this approach can efficiently represent semantic and linguistic features of a sentence, outperforming more elaborate approaches such as Skip-Thought (Kiros et al., 2015) , InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017a) and Universal Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018) .
Experiments
Datasets
We evaluate the proposed model on two representative tasks: sentiment modification on the YELP dataset, and text formality conversion on the FOR-MALITY dataset. A careful human assessment in Section 4.1.1 shows that these two datasets are significantly more suitable than the other three popular "style transfer" datasets, namely the political slant transfer dataset (Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Tian et al., 2018) , gender transfer dataset (Prabhumoye et al., 2018) , and humorous-to-romantic transfer dataset (Li et al., 2018) . YELP The commonly used YELP review dataset for sentiment modification (Shen et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Prabhumoye et al., 2018) contains a positive corpus of reviews rated above three and a negative corpus of reviews rated below three. This task requires flipping high polarity sentences such as "The food is good" and "The food is bad". We use the same train/test split as Shen et al. (2017) ; Li et al. (2018) (see Table 2 ).
FORMALITY The FORMALITY dataset stems from an aligned set of formal and informal sentences (Rao and Tetreault, 2018) . It demands changes in subtle linguistic features such as "want to" to "wanna". We obtained a non-parallel dataset by shuffling the two originally aligned corpora (removing duplicates and sentences that exceed 100 words). Table 2 describes statistics of the resulting two corpora. The development/test sets are provided with four human-generated attribute transfer rewrites for each sentence (i.e. the gold standard).
Dataset Quality Assessment
In order to identify the best datasets for evaluation, we asked human judges to assess five popular text attribute rewriting datasets, namely YELP sentiment modification dataset, FORMALITY dataset, POLITICAL slant transfer dataset (Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Tian et al., 2018) , GENDER transfer dataset (Prabhumoye et al., 2018) , and HU-MOROUS-to-ROMANTIC transfer dataset (Li et al., 2018) . For each dataset, we randomly extracted 100 sentences (i.e. 50 per style). For each sentence, we asked two native English speakers to annotate them with one of three options, i.e. either of the two attributes or "Cannot Decide". Based on the collected annotations, we calculate three metrics: (1) undecidable rate, which is the percentage of "Cannot Decide" answers (we report the average percentage between the two annotators), (2) disagreement rate, which is the percentage of different opinions between the two annotators, and (3) F1 score between the human annotations and the gold labels in the original dataset ("Cannot Decide" answers were not considered). The scores for each dataset are summarized in Table 3 . A quick comparison shows that YELP and FORMALITY obtain significantly lower undecidable and inter-annotator disagreement rates, indicating that the style of the sentences in these two datasets are less ambiguous to humans. In addition, YELP and FORMALITY have much higher F1 score than all the other datasets, which confirms the correctness of the source-target attribute split.
This comparison points out that the three datasets, including political slant, gender and romantic-to-humorous caption datasets, are ambiguous and noisy, therefore not only adding complexity to the task and its evaluation (because even human annotators struggle to identify the correct style), but also leading to models that are not useful in real practice. 
Evaluation Strategies
Human Evaluation Following Li et al. (2018); Lample et al. (2019), we asked human judges to evaluate outputs of different models in terms of content preservation, grammaticality and attribute change correctness on a Likert scale from 1 to 5. We randomly selected 100 sentences from each corpus (100 positive and 100 negative sentences from YELP; 100 formal and 100 informal sentences from FORMALITY). Each of the twelve human judges passed a test batch prequalification before they could start evaluating, and we verified they spent a reasonable amount of time in the task.
Automatic Evaluation In addition to the human evaluation, we also programatically gauge rewriting quality via automated methods, following the practice in (Li et al., 2018; Lample et al., 2019) . Here, content preservation is measured by the BLEU score between model outputs and multiple human references for each sentence. Since the previous work only introduces single human reference for YELP, we enriched the test set with four extra human references for each test sentence, in total 800 rewrites. The diverse human rewrites ensures a more variety-tolerant measurement of model outputs. Attribute accuracy is assessed via the classification results of a CNN-based text classifier (Kim, 2014) . To automatically gauge fluency, we use pretrained language models (LM) to get the perplexity of output sentences. The details of the classifier, LM and the collection of human references are elaborated in Appendix A.1.
Baselines
To compare against multiple baselines, we reimplemented three recently-proposed methods (described in Sections 1 
Experimental settings
For the translation process, we used an off-theshelf Seq2Seq model, a 2-layer LSTM encoderdecoder with 1024 hidden dimensions and attention. We focused on the novelty of the proposed iterative framework, so a standard and classic Seq2Seq model is used. More experimental details are described in Appendix A.2.
Results
Human Evaluation
In terms of human evaluation, the proposed approach shows significant gains over all baselines in terms of attribute correctness, content preservation, grammaticality, and success rate as shown in Table 4 (p < 0.05 using bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004) ). The largest improvement is in grammaticality, where we achieve an average of 4.32 on YELP and 4.42 out of 5.0 on the FORMALITY dataset. These scores are close to those of human references, prevalently outperforming the baselines. On attribute correctness, the model scores 3.43 on YELP and 3.11 on FORMALITY dataset, exceeding the previous best methods by 0.33 and 0.16 respectively. Moreover, in content preservation, we show an improvement of 0.14 and 0.72 over the previous state-of-the-art DeleteAndRetrieve model on the two datasets. Finally, we follow the practice of Li et al. (2018) to evaluate the Success Rate -an aggregate of the three previous metrics, in which a sample is successful only if it is rated 4 or 5 on all the three metrics. Our model demonstrates an improvement of 6.5% in success rate over the previous best method.
To further inspect performance of different methods, we show some typical outputs in Table 5 .
First, the output of our model is nearly as grammatical as the human-written sentence, compared with the loss of sentence struc- ture in CROSSALIGNMENT (e.g. "I tried to him like") and DELETEANDRETRIEVE (e.g. "for being didn't"). Second, in terms of attribute correctness, DELETEANDRETRIEVE suffers from failure to convert the attribute-bearing words (as it wrongly converts the word "awesome" to "didn't"), and CROSSALIGNMENT is prone to missing attribute words. Third, although our method enforces content alignment, the preservation of content is an inevitable challenge for the previous approaches such as MULTIDECODER and DELETEANDRETRIEVE.
Automatic Evaluation
We also assess each method's performance via the automatic measures of attribute-accuracy, BLEU, and perplexity (Table 6) . A highlight is its perplexity score, outperforming the previous methods by a large margin. This advantage owes to the fact that the Seq2Seq model is trained on pseudopairs similar to real samples, which can guarantee the translation quality. However, a tradeoff between the other two aspects, attribute accuracy and BLEU, can be clearly seen on both YELP and FORMALITY datasets. This is common when tuning all models, as targeting at a higher BLEU score will result in a lower attribute correctness score (Shen et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018) . Similarly, in iterations of our model, the BLEU score gradually increases while the accuracy decreases. Therefore, the reported outputs are balanced based on all three aspects. An analysis on the limitations of automatic evaluation is in Appendix A.3.
Performance Analysis
Here, we analyze the performance of our model with regard to various aspects in order to understand what factors underlie its success.
Initialization of Pseudo-Parallel Corpus
The proposed model starts from the construction of an initial pseudo-parallel corpus by our matching step. Note that this initial pairing is practicable in most domains. For example, Yelp reviews naturally have positive and negative comments on the same food; different translations of the same book also shares the same content; different news agencies report with different tones on the same events. After construction, there are three properties of this pseudo-parallel corpus: First, it is a subset of the original corpus. Second, all retrieved target sentences contain the desired attribute information and are of perfect grammaticality. This property is retained throughout our iterations and is key to the high attribute transfer accuracy and fluent language generation capabilities of our model. Third, the sentence pairs are still imperfect in terms of content preservation, often similar in meaning but with certain content words altered. This is remedied by subsequent refinement steps.
Although our model needs the matched pseudoparallel corpus as a starting point, it has high tolerance to recover from occasional low-quality matches. To demonstrate this, we randomly picked 100 sentences and their initial pseudo-pairs from both source and target corpus, and asked human judges to rate them. For each sentence pair, three judges decided whether the sentence pair forms a good rewrite, a bad rewrite, or an ambiguous one. We mark the pseudo-pair as either good or bad if at least two annotators agree on such a judgment. The percentage of bad rewrites is 38.2% and 48.2% on YELP and FORMALITY, respectively. This indicates that subsequent iterative refinement indeed allows for 30−50% low-quality pairs in the initial pseudo-parallel corpus.
Effective Denoising Translation
One of the most important gains from the iterative translation is to encourage more content preservation. We illustrate the effectiveness of translation by using automatic evaluation to gauge how the bad matches in the initial pseudo-parallel corpus change immediately after the first translation step. We find that after the first translation, the BLEU score of these bad matches shows a clear improvement, increasing from 9.40 to 13.18 on YELP, and 5.44 to 28.25 on FORMALITY. This shows that the translation model recognizes the noise in the first matching process and generates more proper transfer candidates, providing a good foundation for subsequent iterative refinement. An illustrative example of this refinement can be seen in the sentence (A) in Figure 1 , where a bad match of "Worst burrito ever ever" was denoised and replaced with "Worst pizza ever ever" after the first translation.
Iterative Refinement
The essential increase of content preservation owes to the iterative refinement step. This process reduces erroneous alignments in the pseudoparallel corpus by updating each existing pseudopair with newly generated translation-pair. Thanks to the denoising effect of the translation model, this updating could improve the quality of pseudopairs. Furthermore, we use WMD to measure the content shift between sentences in the pseudo-pair and the translation-pair, and accept the update only when the translation-pair possesses smaller content shift so as to avoid worsening updates. As the iteration goes on, the accuracy and perplexity stay high from the beginning, but as in Figure 2 , the BLEU score keeps increasing. This shows that the new iteration outputs retains more content from the original sentences. More importantly, this refinement can prevent the model from totally relying on the fine-quality matching pairs, which contributes to the high tolerance capability on the matching quality as discussed in Section 6.1. The pseudo-parallel corpus in Iteration t ≥ 0 is composed of matched pairs from the original corpora and translated pairs from the trained translation model. Both of them contribute to the good performance of our model. For further investigation, we look into the pseudo-parallel cor-pusX andŶ (4) in the final training iteration for the FORMALITY dataset. Since this dataset has ground-truth parallel pairs, we are able to calculate how many pseudo-parallel pairs are the same as the ground-truth parallel pairs, and the percentage turns out to be around 52%, which is actually not high. This reveals that the refinement step can provide the model with better pseudo-pairs even than original gold pairs and our model can still stand out without fine-quality matches.
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a Seq2Seq paradigm for text attribute transfer applications, suggesting a simple but strong method for overcoming lack of parallel data. We construct a pseudo-parallel corpus by iteratively matching and updating in a way that increasingly refines the final transfer function. Our framework can employ any Seq2Seq model and outperforms previous methods under all measured criteria (content preservation, fluency, and attribute correctness) in both human and automatic evaluation. The simplicity and flexibility of our approach can be useful in applications that require intricate edits or complete sentence rewrites. 
A Supplemental Material
In this Appendix, we explain the setup of automatic evaluation, experimental details, and a discussion on limitations of automatic evaluation.
A.1 Automatic Evaluation Setup
The details of the three aspects of automatic evaluation are elaborated as follows.
• Style correctness: Following Shen et al. (2017) , we trained a CNN-based text classifier (Kim, 2014) on our original datasets, using its accuracy over the system outputs to measure their style correctness. The accuracy of this classifier is respectively 97% and 93% on the YELP and the FORMALITY datasets.
• Content preservation: To evaluate the content preservation, we compute the BLEU score between model outputs and multiple human references. FORMALITY dataset comes with four human references for around 2,000 formal and 2,000 informal sentences.
For the YELP dataset, we used the same test set of 500 positive and 500 negative sentences as (Li et al., 2018) , and collected four references for each sentence in the test set, in addition to the single human reference released by Li et al. (2018) . We hired crowdworkers on Amazon Mechanical Turk to rewrite the source sentence with the same content but an opposite sentiment.
These in total five human rewrites of each test sentence ensures a more tolerant measurement of model outputs. We can see a relatively large diversity in human transfers, which is measured by the average BLEU score of one randomly chosen human reference among the other four. The average difference gap between the calculated score, 52.63, and a perfect BLEU score, 100, shows that the five human rewritten sentences contain significant lexical differences. Evaluation based on all five human rewrites thus offers a better measure of transfer quality. For example, the two equally acceptable rewrites "i will definitely not return often!" and "I won't be returning any time soon." does not have a single word overlap and have a BLEU score 0 with each other. Therefore, five human references enable a more comprehensive evaluation, allowing multiple ways to transfer a sentence.
• Fluency: Fluency is measured by the perplexity (PPL) of the generated outputs by a pre-trained language model (LM) using Glu-onNLP toolkit 2 . The encoder of this LM is comprised of two long-short term memory (LSTM) layers, each of which has 200 hidden units. The embedding and output weights are tied. Dropout of 0.2 was applied to both embedding and LSTM layers. LM was optimized via stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer with learning rate of 20 for 15 epochs.
A.2 Experimental Details
We adopt the 100-dimensional pretrained GloVe word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) as inputs of a standard machine translation sequenceto-sequence model with attention. The NLTK software package is used to generate Part-of-Speech tags and we feed them as additional input to the encoder. To ensure both a relatively high quality pseudo-parallel corpus and no significant drop in size on the two corpora, we only match sentences with vector cosine higher than an empirical similarity threshold of 0.7. We train the model until the update rate of candidate transfer is lower than 0.5%. This convergence is at iteration T = 5 for YELP and T = 4 for FORMALITY.
A.3 Limitations of Automatic Evaluation
Evaluating the quality of a transferred sentence by a pretrained classifier (style accuracy), lexicon overlap with references (BLEU), and a pretrained Language Model (perplexity) can have many limitations. First, in terms of style accuracy and perplexity, the pretrained models can be unreliable when evaluating a sentence different from the training corpus. For example, comparing humanrated and machine-evaluated score of style correctness (Table 4 and Table 6 ), we find that although the automatic score can serve as a rough assessment of the models, it does not aligns perfectly with the human ratings in Table 4 . As is explained in (Li et al., 2018)'s work, the uneven distribution of some content words in two style corpora may confuse the classifier and make it overfitted on the training data.
